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Background

Purkinje System

The His bundle connects with the ventricular muscle through Purkinje arborizations, who's
architecture varies between species, being predominantly subendocardial in humans and dogs. In
humans, the Purkinje system is highly variable and represents 1-2% of the total ventricular mass.
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Purkinje-Myocyte Junctions (PMJ)

•

The number and distribution of
functioning PMJs is unknown.

•

No technique currently exists to
directly measure it

Objectives

Study Goals

•

Hypothesis: PMJ density has an effect on reentry dynamics.

•

Simulation of biventricular model to quantify reentry characteristics as
a function of PMJ density

1.

Purkinje System Model
-

-

Methods

3.

Fractal model based on the L-system
(parallel rewriting system) based on
generating rules by Ijiri et al
74, 105, 166, 244, 325, 451 and 516 PMJ
models
Modeling of Electric Shocks

-

2.

Electroporation Channel
Outward current activated during shock induced
activation

VF induction in Ventricular Model
-

4.

Rabbit FEM model
Bidomain equations implemented in CARP
Ventricular AP model based on Mahajan et al
Purkinje AP model based on Aslanidi et al
Reentry initiated by S1S2 protocol

Data Analysis
-

Reentry dynamics evaluated using three
measures a) Mean Firing Rate (MFR) b)
Phase singularities (PS) c) Number of
successful and failed anterograde and
retrograde propagating during reentry

Methods

Instances of conduction success and failure at one PMJ

Successful conduction at PMJ when Purkinje node and more than 50% of coupled myocytes activated
within a given time interval ( 8 ms for retrograde propagation, 16 ms for anterograde propagation)

Results

Activation Maps for different PMJ densities

Number of uniformly distributed PMJs does not considerably affect the sequence of ventricular
activation

Results

Purkinje system contribution during reentry

Purkinje system favors reentry by providing pathways through retrograde and anterograde conduction
at PMJs, However it may stop propagation of excitation in certain direction or fractionate reentrant
waveforms due to refractory regions surrounding PMJs increasing complexity of excitation dynamics

Changes in reentry dynamics as a function of PMJ density

The number of failed and successful
propagations increased with the density of
PMJs. Anterograde > Retrograde
propagation success

Results

Myocyte had shorted APD and higher MFR
resulting in higher anterograde
propagation.

Increase in successful anterograde
propagation corresponded to higher wave
break incidence (WBI) on the epicardium.
Increase in retrograde corresponded to
endocardial WBI

Effects of PMJ resistance to reentry

For larger PMJ resistance there were fewer
successful retrograde propagation

Larger PMJ increased MFR

Results

Large PMJ decreased WBI

Results

Effects of PMJ size on reentry

For larger PMJ size there is a lower MFR, however the number of successful anterograde
propagations does not decrease with increase of junction size. Thus, Purkinje system successfully
activates the myocardium after increase in the size of the junction and as a result, WBI is higher

1

Effect of PMJ Density

Discussion

2.

-

No effect on MFR during VF, which was constant at 8 Hz.

-

Percentage of successful propagations increased with PMJ

-

Endocardial WBI decreased slightly with increased PMJ density. Since WBI was higher in epicardium, there
may be U filaments with both termini in the epicardium.

Effect of Purkinje Myocardium coupling
-

The ratio of conduction success for anterograde propagation was higher than for retrograde propagation
attributed to longer refractory period of Purkinje cells and almost simultaneous activation of PMJs due to
rapid conduction in Purkinje system.

-

For a higher PMJ density, activation wavefront has a higher chance of finding pathway through Purkinje
system increasing bidirectional conduction and favoring reentry

-

Reduction of transmission delay at junction causes safer conduction and provides pathway for reentrant
wavefronts, slow conduction through PMJs can be arrhythmogenic by increasing effective path length

- The complexity of reentry was mostly governed by cardiac wavelength and does not appear to be
significantly affected by Purkinje system complexity

3.

Implications for Pathophysiology and Aging
-

Aging is associated with decreased number of connections, which is anti-arrhythmic in itself by reducing the
probability of after depolarizations

1.

Simplification in modeling of PMJ structure and distribution
-

2.

Model does not incorporate transitional cells that couple Purkinje cells with ventricular myocytes
PMJ distributed uniformly where as the the real distribution characteristics is not known

Lack of Experimental data validation
-

3.

Increased propensity for after depolarizations with increased Purkinje Systems
-

Limitations

Recording of Purkinje system electrical activity during arrhythmia has practical limitations

Not simulated

What did they do?
Evaluate the contribution of
Purkinje system to reentry during
shock induced VF using computer
simulation

What did they find?
-

-

What’s next?

Summary

-

Investigate the effect of
conditions that change PMJ
densities including heart size
(DCM), alterations in PJS
structure due to aging, and
ischemia on reentry dynamics

For larger PMJ resistance,
increased PMJ density increased
MFR in PJS, % of successful
retrograde conduction at PMJs,
and WBI on the epicardium
For lower PMJ resistance, the trend
was not clear.

What does it mean?
-

Purkinje System topology affects
reentry dynamics and conditions
that alter PMJ density can alter
reentry dynamics

